
Live Music + Entertainment = Concert

What kind of music do you prefer? Hmmmmmm….PUNK!

How long have you been at KSLU? This is mein third semes-
ter.

What are your basic responsibilities? I am the head of the Mobile DJ Team.

What’s the biggest challenge about your position? Making sure that someone is available for 
each event.

What’s most fun? Getting paid to listen to music…basically  the whole job.

Guilty Pleasure?   Madonna - Immaculate Collection

Last CD bought? I got  Most Precious Blood’s new album, The Tossers’ new album, and The 
(International) Noise Conspiracy’s new album all at the same time.

Favorite concert? Wow. I’ve been to hundreds.  Gwar was pretty neat.

Favorite Cereal? KIX…but all cereal kicks it!                   

What kind of music do you prefer? I mainly listen to 
indie, emo, and post-hardcore, but I have recently 
gotten into hardcore and metal-core.  P.S.-I don’t  like 
listing genres.

How long have you been at KSLU? Ever since KSLU 
moved to the BSC, which was my sophomore year.

What are your basic responsibilities? Encouraging 
DJs to make fliers and intros for their shows, and trying to promote 
the station as much as possible.

What’s the biggest challenge about your position? Trying to find 
new ways to get kids to listen to KSLU.

What’s most fun?  Hanging out with the cool KSLU staff.

Guilty pleasure?  The list is long but I am most embarrassed about 
liking Michelle Branch.

Last CD bought?  Thrice’s new cd, Vheissu

Favorite concert?  The Get Up Kids final show in KC this summer 
was awesome.

Favorite cereal? Frosted Mini-Wheats
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Show Name: In  Yo Face Punk!
Show Time:  Monday 7pm-9pm

Eric Poulton
Promotions Director/DJ

Show Name: Skips on the Record

Show Time: 
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W h i t e  R a b b i t s

        On Wednesday October 10th the RFT  ac-
claimed Billiken Club hosted its usual combina-
tion of local bands and indie up and comers. The 
star attraction from the 10th was New York 
phenoms White Rabbits. 

Local scenesters John Hardy and the 
Public took the stage dressed up in ties and dress 
slacks, looking like they were ready for a job 
interview instead of a rock show, but their casual, 
conversational banter between songs and hooky, 
accessible tunes won the crowd over quickly. A 
few guest  turns from a backing female vocalist 
really added depth to the performance, balancing 
out Hardy’s big dramatic choruses and middling 
verses.  The backup singer also distracted the 
audience from the pained look on Hardy’s face as 
he sang with his face bunched up and eyes closed 
in a repulsive squinty face. The Public did their 
part as well, the guitar players dueled and strut-
ted, the drummer banged all of the rockier points 
home. Hardy and company don’t  have the best 
chops or song writing skill, but  they sure know 
how to put on a show.

White Denim definitely understands its 
niche. It plays big, loud rock ‘n’ roll that’s a little 
dumb, but always fun. James, the Austin band’s 
frontman, howled infectious if incomprehensible 
verses and the whole three piece chanted the silly, 
infectious choruses. This approach is a little for-
mulaic, but  they crammed each song with enough 
energy that  you get lost  in the moment, waiting 
for the next killer riff or sick bass part. Speaking 
of which, Steve, the bass player, was incredible. 
The little guy with his asymmetrical haircut  and 
flushed cheeks blasted one fuzzed out  bass part 

after the other, more than compensating for 
James’ breathless, jive-talking banter about 
“having a good time” that was difficult  to deci-
pher .
          Greg, another show attendee summed up 
the White Rabbits by saying that they had a few 
songs that  most everyone would like. These two 
songs, chiming, engaging set  closer “The Plot” 
and the percussive, dancey “Kid On My Shoul-
ders” would both be hits if Top 40 radio wasn’t 
dominated by pop rap and whiny emo. The rest  of 
the set was less compelling. Playing the majority 
of the songs from Fort Nightly, their debut  album, 
the band showcased yelping liquor fueled vocals 
and droning, samey guitars that  failed to engage 
the audience. The chief offender of the night was 
White Rabbit singer and Colombia, MO native 
Stephen Patterson. Hunched over his piano, doing 
his best Chris Martin earnest  singer guy imitation, 
Patterson sounded thin, even inaudible at points. 
When the band pulled back to let  him sing the 
verses, the momentum died. While the twin 
drummers were an interesting novelty, the two 
pop songs showcase the enormous potential of the 
White Rabbits. Hopefully next time they’ll have a 
whole concerts worth.
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